TRASH AND RECYCLING
Greenwood provides weekly trash pickup and free, bi-weekly recycling to residents within city limits. On your designated pickup day, trash and recycling must be curbside by 7 a.m. Residents are allowed five (5), 30-gallon containers or bags per week. For customer assistance please contact Best Way Disposal, Greenwood’s partner for trash and recycling services.

AUTOMATED TRASH PROGRAM
In March Greenwood will be transitioning to Safer. Cleaner. Greener. Waste Management. A new 95-gallon cart will be delivered to every current residential trash customer. There will be an informational brochure along with each new cart.

The new cart is easy to transport, while the strong design keeps items secure from shifting and blowing. It is the same size as your recycle bin, only 25” x 23” in floor space.

Each cart has an attached lid to keep animals out and minimize rain water in the container which reduces the overall weight of the waste. Decreasing the weight of the waste helps maintain lower rates.

In order to keep service providers competitive and rates the lowest possible we need to transition to automatic pickup.

WEEKLY PICKUP WILL BE FULLY AUTOMATED

This approach minimizes the safety risk to residents and Best Way Disposal employees alike by reducing large vehicle time on the road and eliminates collecting refuse by hand. Transitioning to an automated pickup schedule minimizes the carbon footprint by reducing the time on the road with a more efficient truck.

Best Way Disposal has been using automated pickup in one Greenwood subdivision for 5 years. This was put in place to validate trash automation and quality service. Best Way Disposal has proven it can provide excellent trash removal for all of Greenwood residential waste management users.

MANY ASPECTS OF RESIDENTIAL SERVICE WILL STAY THE SAME INCLUDING:

Weekly pickup will still be on your normal trash day.

Heavy trash is at no additional cost and will still be the last full week of each month on your normal trash day. Items can be set at the curb as normal if large items do not fit in 95-gallon cart.

Recycling is voluntary and still at no additional charge. Recycling reduces our overall waste, less waste means we can maintain lower rates. Click here to Request a Recycling Cart.

Leaf and limb pickup is included at no additional charge.

Click here to Request a Trash Cart. For customer assistance please contact Best Way Disposal or contact the Greenwood Utility Office at: 317-865-8238.